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Rivers Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
The volume of water that a river carries.
A. discharg   B. dincharge   C. discharge   D. disharge

2.

The geographical area draining into a river.

A. drainage basen   B. drainage basin   C. dranage basin   D. draenage
basin

3.
Many rivers are used to generate hydro-electric ______.
A. pouer   B. powir   C. power   D. powar

4.
Where a river begins.
A. sourci   B. sourse   C. sorce   D. source

5.
A line that divides two adjacent river systems.
A. waterrshed   B. watershd   C. waterched   D. watershed

6.
This river was important in the development of several great civilizations 
in ancient Mesopotamia.

A. Eupphrates   B. Euphrates   C. Eufrates   D. Euphsates

7.
A curve in a stream.
A. meander   B. maander   C. meandir   D. mainder

8.
The rising of a river and its over�owing onto normally dry land.
A. �od   B. �ood   C. �oode   D. �owd
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1.

The volume of water that a river carries.

A. discharg   B. dincharge   C. discharge   D. dishargeC

2.

The geographical area draining into a river.

A. drainage basen   B. drainage basin   C. dranage basin   D. draenage
basin
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3.

Many rivers are used to generate hydro-electric ______.

A. pouer   B. powir   C. power   D. powarC

4.

Where a river begins.

A. sourci   B. sourse   C. sorce   D. sourceD

5.

A line that divides two adjacent river systems.

A. waterrshed   B. watershd   C. waterched   D. watershedD

6.

This river was important in the development of several great civilizations 
in ancient Mesopotamia.

A. Eupphrates   B. Euphrates   C. Eufrates   D. EuphsatesB

7.

A curve in a stream.

A. meander   B. maander   C. meandir   D. mainderA

8.

The rising of a river and its overflowing onto normally dry land.

A. flod   B. flood   C. floode   D. flowdB


